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A story of technological 
momentum

Nye, D. E. (2006). Technology Matters: Questions to Live With. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press. 

not technological 
determinism 



The problem: 
knowledge and skills 

held by the few

(and a need to impart them to the many)



Physical 
boundaries 

and 
scarce resources

The context: 



The solutions
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people that do not want to be there
a context that is by definition 

demotivating

And, most importantly…



Classroom motivation
competence

autonomy relatedness

?
http://selfdeterminationtheory.org

Deci, E.L., & Ryan, R.M. (2000). The “What” 
and “Why” of goal pursuits: Human needs 
and the self-determination of behaviour. 

Psychological Inquiry, 11, 227-268

?
intrinsic 

motivation



sticks 
and 

carrots



Extrinsic motivation crowds 
out Intrinsic motivation

http://selfdeterminationtheory.org/



Physical classroom-
based systems are 

systematically 
demotivating 

because of physical, 
non-negotiable 

boundaries

By Titian - https://www.museodelprado.es/imagen/alta_resolucion/P00426.jpghttps://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/online-gallery/on-line-gallery/obra/sisyphus/, Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=3860214

An essential compromise…

The essence of good teaching 
lies in overcoming this 

compromise

A Sisyphean task



Why do we not ban 
cellphones in online 

classrooms?
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Online 
freedoms…

http://teachingcrowds.ca - Dron & Anderson 2014 - extending Morten Paulsen’s theory of cooperative freedom
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and yet, when the 
need is gone…



What happens when you 
take away the power of the 

teacher (but keep the 
same pedagogies)?

http://cogdogblog.com/2012/11/27/owning-massive/

Katy Jordan, 2014: http://www.irrodl.org/index.php/irrodl/article/view/1651/2774

“Completion rates range 
from 0.9% to 36.1%, with 
a median value of 6.5%”



Q: how did this 
happen?

A: it’s in the nature of 
technology evolution



What is a 
technology?

tech·nol·o·gy/tekˈnäləjē/ 

Noun: 
1. The application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes, esp. in 

industry: "computer technology"; "recycling technologies". 
2. Machinery and equipment developed from such scientific knowledge. 

Synonyms: 
technics - engineering - technique 

“The way things are done around here” (Franklin)

“A combination of artefacts and what you do with them” (Nye)

“Ways that people get complicated things done” (Bessant & Francis)

“Anything invented after you were born” (Kay)

“Not a thing but a verb” (Kelly)

“Tools with a context” (Papert)

“Everything that doesn’t work yet” (Hillis)



“the orchestration of phenomena for 
some use”

(W. Brian Arthur)

technology



technologies are 
assemblies

Arthur, W. B. (2009). The Nature of Technology: what it is and how it evolves. New York, USA: 
Free Press.



phenomenon orchestration use

phenomenon orchestration

phenomenon

phenomenon orchestration

phenomenon

phenomenon

phenomenon

technologies are 
made of technologies



technologies evolve 
by assembly



Hard 
technologies

Orchestration 
of 

phenomena 
embedded in 

the 
technology

May need skill to use them correctly
http://www.fupress.net/index.php/formare/article/view/12613



Soft technologies

Active 
orchestration 

of 
phenomena 
by people

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:François_Barraud_-_Palette_et_Pinceaux.jpg

Skill needed to use them well
http://www.fupress.net/index.php/formare/article/view/12613



points of view

Image by Jules Feiffer, from The Phantom Tollbooth, by Norton Juster



not the same technology

 different phenomena + different orchestration + different uses = a different technology

teacher view student view



hard is easy 
soft is hard
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Pedagogies are 
technologies too



Learning 
technologies

where pedagogies 
form part of the 
orchestrated 
assembly



Embedded 
pedagogies, 
embedded 
constraints



Pedagogies are 
soft technologies.

They rarely come 
first



hard learning 
technologies 



soft learning 
technologies



contrasting soft and 
hard technologies



soft hard
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flexibility
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bricolage engineering

builders users

(is easy)(is hard)
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aggregation

replacement

bricolage

engineering



aggregation 
softens

it can make broken hard things work

but sometimes it is better to replace



soft design 
patterns

• modification

• aggregation

• extension

• communication

• openness

• networks



• replacement

• automation

• constraint

• filtering

• hiding

• hierarchies

hard design 
patterns



Goldilocks 
Systems

Steel, Flora Annie. English Fairy Tales. Arthur Rackham, illustrator. New York: Macmillan Company, 1918.

not too hard, not too soft, just right



conversations



a dance



distributed



Online, we are swimming 
in a sea of teachers



thank you
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